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Abstract
In this paper we provide two representations for stochastic ion channel kinetics,
and compare the performance of exact simulation with a commonly used numerical
approximation strategy. The first representation we present is a random time change
representation, popularized by Thomas Kurtz, with the second being analogous to a
“Gillespie” representation. Exact stochastic algorithms are provided for the different
representations, which are preferable to either (a) fixed time step or (b) piecewise
constant propensity algorithms, which still appear in the literature. As examples,
we provide versions of the exact algorithms for the Morris-Lecar conductance based
model, and detail the error induced, both in a weak and a strong sense, by the use
of approximate algorithms on this model. We include ready-to-use implementations
of the random time change algorithm in both XPP and Matlab. Finally, through
the consideration of parametric sensitivity analysis, we show how the representations
presented here are useful in the development of further computational methods. The
general representations and simulation strategies provided here are known in other
parts of the sciences, but less so in the present setting.
1 Introduction
Fluctuations in membrane potential arise in part due to stochastic switching in voltage-
gated ion channel populations [21, 41, 64]. We consider a stochastic modeling, i.e.
master equation, framework [8, 19, 22, 42, 65] for neural dynamics, with noise arising
through the molecular fluctuations of ion channel states. We consider model nerve
cells that may be represented by a single isopotential volume surrounded by a mem-
brane with capacitance C > 0. Mathematically, these are hybrid stochastic models
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which include components, for example the voltage, that are continuous and piecewise
differentiable and components, for example the number of open potassium channels,
that make discrete transitions or jumps. These components are coupled because the
parameters of the ODE for the voltage depend upon the number of open channels, and
the propensity for the opening and closing of the channels depends explicitly upon the
time-varying voltage.
These hybrid stochastic models are typically described in the neuroscience literature
by providing an ODE governing the absolutely continuous portion of the system, which
is valid between jumps of the discrete components, and a chemical master equation
providing the dynamics of the probability distribution of the jump portion, which
itself depends upon the solution to the ODE. These models are piecewise-deterministic
Markov processes (PDMP) and one can therefore also characterize them by providing
(i) the ODE for the absolutely continuous portion of the system and (ii) both a rate
function that determines when the next jump of the process occurs and a transition
measure determining which type of jump occurs at that time [20]. Recent works making
use of the PDMP formalism has led to limit theorems [47, 48], dimension reduction
schemes [62], and extensions of the models to the spatial domain [15, 51].
In this paper, we take a different perspective. We will introduce here two pathwise
stochastic representations for these models that are similar to Itoˆ SDEs or Langevin
models. The difference between the models presented here and Langevin models is that
here the noise arises via stochastic counting processes as opposed to Brownian motions.
These representations give a different type of insight into the models than master
equation representations do, and, in particular, they imply different exact simulation
strategies. These strategies are well known in some parts of the sciences, but less well
known in the current context [8].1
From a computational standpoint the change in perspective from the master equa-
tion to pathwise representations is useful for a number of reasons. First, the differ-
ent representations naturally imply different exact simulation strategies. Second, and
perhaps more importantly, the different representations themselves can be utilized to
develop new, highly efficient, computational methods such as finite difference methods
for the approximation of parametric sensitivities, and multi-level Monte Carlo meth-
ods for the approximation of expectations [3, 5, 6]. Third, the representations can
be utilized for the rigorous analysis of different computational strategies and for the
algorithmic reduction of models with multiple scales [4, 7, 10, 36].
We note that the types of representations and simulation strategies highlighted
here are known in other branches of the sciences, especially operations research and
queueing theory [30, 34], and stochastically modeled biochemical processes [2, 8]. See
also [50] for a treatment of such stochastic hybrid systems and some corresponding
approximation algorithms. However, the representations are not as well known in the
context of computational neuroscience and as a result approximate methods for the
simulation of sample paths including (a) fixed time step methods, or (b) piecewise
constant propensity algorithms, are still utilized in the literature in situations where
1For an early statement of an exact algorithm for the hybrid case in a neuroscience context see ([18],
Equations 2-3). Strassberg and DeFelice further investigated circumstances under which it is possible for
random microscopic events (single ion channel state transitions) to generate random macroscopic events
(action potentials) [61] using an exact simulation algorithm. Bressloff, Keener, and Newby used an exact
algorithm in a recent study of channel noise dependent action potential generation in the Morris-Lecar model
[37, 46]. For a detailed introduction to stochastic ion channel models, see [33, 59].
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there is no need to make such approximations. Thus, the main contributions of this
paper are: (i) the formulation of the two pathwise representations for the specific
models under consideration, (ii) a presentation of the corresponding exact simulation
strategies for the different representations, and (iii) a comparison of the error induced
by utilizing an approximate simulation strategy on the Morris-Lecar model. Moreover,
we show how to utilize the different representations in the development of methods for
parametric sensitivity analysis.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section, 2 we heuristically develop two
distinct representations and provide the corresponding numerical methods. In Section
3, we present the random time change representation as introduced in Section 2 for a
particular conductance based model, the planar Morris-Lecar model, with a single ion
channel treated stochastically. Here, we illustrate the corresponding numerical strategy
on this example and provide in the appendix both XPP and Matlab code for its im-
plementation. In Section 4, we present an example of a conductance based model with
more than one stochastic gating variable, namely the Morris-Lecar model with both
ion channel types (calcium channels and potassium channels) treated stochastically.
To illustrate both the strong and weak divergence between the exact and approximate
algorithms, in Section 5 we compare trajectories and histograms generated by the ex-
act algorithms and the piecewise constant approximate algorithm. In Section 6, we
show how to utilize the different representations presented here in the development of
methods for parametric sensitivity analysis, which is a powerful tool for determining
parameters to which a system output is most responsive. In Section 7, we provide
conclusions and discuss avenues for future research.
2 Two stochastic representations
The purpose of this section is to heuristically present two pathwise representations for
the relevant models. In Section 2.1 we present the random time change representa-
tion. In Section 2.2 we present a “Gillespie” representation, which is analogous to the
PDMP formalism discussed in the introduction. In each subsection, we provide the
corresponding numerical simulation strategy. See [8] for a development of the repre-
sentations in the biochemical setting and see [24, 39, 40] for a rigorous mathematical
development.
2.1 Random time change representations
We begin with an example. Consider a model of a system that can be in one of two
states, A or B, which represent a “closed” and an “open” ion channel, respectively.
We model the dynamics of the system by assuming that the dwell times in states A
and B are determined by independent exponential random variables with parameters
α > 0 and β > 0, respectively. A graphical representation for this model is
A
α

β
B. (1)
The usual formulation of the stochastic version of this model proceeds by assuming
that the probability that a closed channel opens in the next increment of time ∆s is
α∆s+o(∆s), whereas the probability that an open channel closes is β∆s+o(∆s). This
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type of stochastic model is often described mathematically by providing the “chemical
master equation,” which for (1) is simply
d
dt
px0(A, t) = −αpx0(A, t) + βpx0(B, t)
d
dt
px0(B, t) = −βpx0(B, t) + αpx0(A, t),
where px0(x, t) is the probability of being in state x ∈ {A,B} at time t given an
initial condition of state x0. Note that the chemical master equation is a linear ODE
governing the dynamical behavior of the probability distribution of the model, and does
not provide a stochastic representation for a particular realization of the process.
In order to construct such a pathwise representation, let R1(t) be the number
of times the transition A → B has taken place by time t and, similarly, let R2(t)
be the number of times the transition B → A has taken place by time t. We let
X1(t) ∈ {0, 1} be one if the channel is closed at time t, and zero otherwise, and let
X2(t) = 1−X1(t) take the value one if and only if the channel is open at time t. Then,
denoting X(t) = (X1(t), X2(t))
T , we have
X(t) = X(0) +R1(t)
( −1
1
)
+R2(t)
(
1
−1
)
.
We now consider how to represent the counting processes R1, R2 in a useful fashion,
and we do so with unit-rate Poisson processes as our mathematical building blocks.
We recall that a unit-rate Poisson process can be constructed in the following manner
[8]. Let {ei}∞i=1 be independent exponential random variables with a parameter of one.
Then, let τ1 = e1, τ2 = τ1 + e2, · · · , τn = τn−1 + en, etc. The associated unit-rate
Poisson process, Y (s), is simply the counting process determined by the number of
points {τi}∞i=1, that come before s ≥ 0. For example, if we let “x” denote the points
τn in the image below
x x x x x x x x
s
then Y (s) = 6.
Let λ : [0,∞)→ R≥0. If instead of moving at constant rate, s, along the horizontal
axis, we move instead at rate λ(s), then the number of points observed by time s is
Y
(∫ s
0 λ(r)dr
)
. Further, from basic properties of exponential random variables, when-
ever λ(s) > 0 the probability of seeing a jump within the next small increment of time
∆s is
P
(
Y
(∫ s+∆s
0
λ(r)dr
)
− Y
(∫ s
0
λ(r)dr
)
≥ 1
)
≈ λ(s)∆s.
Thus, the propensity for seeing another jump is precisely λ(s).
Returning to the discussion directly following (1), and noting thatX1(s)+X2(s) = 1
for all time, we note that the propensities of reactions 1 and 2 are
λ1(X(s)) = αX1(s), λ2(X(s)) = βX2(s).
Combining all of the above implies that we can represent R1 and R2 via
R1(t) = Y1
(∫ t
0
αX1(s) ds
)
, R2(t) = Y2
(∫ t
0
βX2(s) ds
)
,
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and so a pathwise representation for the stochastic model (1) is
X(t) = X0 + Y1
(∫ t
0
αX1(s) ds
)( −1
1
)
+ Y2
(∫ t
0
βX2(s) ds
)(
1
−1
)
, (2)
where Y1 and Y2 are independent, unit-rate Poisson processes.
Suppose now that X1(0) + X2(0) = N ≥ 1. For example, perhaps we are now
modeling the number of open and closed ion channels out of a total of N , as opposed
to simply considering a single such channel. Suppose further that the propensity, or
rate, at which ion channels are opening can be modeled as
λ1(t,X(t)) = α(t)X1(t)
and the rate at which they are closing has propensity
λ2(t,X(t)) = β(t)X2(t),
where α(t), β(t) are non-negative functions of time, perhaps being voltage dependent.
That is, suppose that for each i ∈ {1, 2}, the conditional probability of seeing the count-
ing process Ri increase in the interval [t, t + h) is λi(t,X(t))h + o(h). The expression
analogous to (2) is now
X(t) = X0 + Y1
(∫ t
0
α(s)X1(s) ds
)( −1
1
)
+ Y2
(∫ t
0
β(s)X2(s) ds
)(
1
−1
)
. (3)
Having motivated the time dependent representation with the simple model above,
we turn to the more general context. We now assume a jump model consisting of d
chemical constituents (or ion channel states) undergoing transitions determined via
M > 0 different reaction channels. For example, in the toy model above, the chemical
constituents were {A,B}, and so d = 2, and the reactions were A → B and B → A,
giving M = 2. We suppose that Xi(t) determines the value of the ith constituent at
time t, so that X(t) ∈ Zd, and that the propensity function of the kth reaction is
λk(t,X(t)). We further suppose that if the kth reaction channel takes place at time t,
then the system is updated according to addition of the reaction vector ζk ∈ Zd,
X(t) = X(t−) + ζk.
The associated pathwise stochastic representation for this model is
X(t) = X0 +
∑
k
Yk
(∫ t
0
λk(s,X(s)) ds
)
ζk, (4)
where the Yk are independent unit-rate Poisson processes. The chemical master equa-
tion for this general model is
d
dt
PX0(x, t) =
M∑
k=1
PX0(x− ζk, t)λk(t, x− ζk)− PX0(x, t)
M∑
k=1
λk(t, x),
where PX0(x, t) is the probability of being in state x ∈ Zd≥0 at time t ≥ 0 given an
initial condition of X0.
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When the variable X ∈ Zd represents the randomly fluctuating state of an ion
channel in a single compartment conductance based neuronal model, we include the
membrane potential V ∈ R as an additional dynamical variable. In contrast with
neuronal models incorporating Gaussian noise processes, here we consider the voltage
to evolve deterministically, conditional on the states of one or more ion channels. For
illustration, suppose we have a single ion channel type with state variable X. Then, we
supplement the pathwise representation (4) with the solution of a differential equation
obtained from Kirchoff’s current conservation law:
C
dV
dt
= Iapp(t)− IV (V (t))−
(
d∑
i=1
goiXi(t)
)
(V (t)− VX) (5)
Here, goi is the conductance of an individual channel when it is the i
th state, for 1 ≤ i ≤
d. The sum gives the total conductance associated with the channel represented by the
vector X; the reversal potential for this channel is the constant VX . The term IV (V )
captures any deterministic voltage-dependent currents due to other channels besides
channel type X, and Iapp represents a time-varying, deterministic applied current. In
this case the propensity function will explicitly be a function of the voltage and we
may replace λk(s,X(s)) in (4) with λk(V (s), X(s)). If multiple ion channel types are
included in the model then, provided there are a finite number of types each with
a finite number of individual channels, the vector X ∈ Zd represents the aggregated
channel state. For specific examples of handling a single or multiple ion channel types,
see Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
2.1.1 Simulation of the representation (4)-(5)
The construction of the representation (4) provided above implies a simulation strat-
egy in which each point of the Poisson processes Yk, denoted τn above, is generated
sequentially and as needed. The time until the next reaction that occurs past time T
is simply
∆ = min
k
{
∆k :
∫ T+∆k
0
λk(s,X(s)) ds = τ
k
T
}
,
where τkT is the first point associated with Yk coming after
∫ T
0 λk(s,X(s)) ds:
τkT ≡ inf
{
r >
∫ T
0
λk(s,X(s)) ds : Yk(r)− Yk
(∫ T
0
λk(s,X(s)) ds
)
= 1
}
.
The reaction that took place is indicated by the index at which the minimum is
achieved. See [2] for more discussion on this topic, including the algorithm pro-
vided below in which Tk will denote the value of the integrated intensity function∫ t
0 λk(s,X(s)) ds and τk will denote the first point associated with Yk located after Tk.
All random numbers generated in the algorithm below are assumed to be indepen-
dent.
Algorithm 1 (For the simulation of the representation (4)-(5)).
1. Initialize: set the initial number of molecules of each species, X. Set the initial
voltage value V . Set t = 0. For each k, set τk = 0 and Tk = 0.
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2. Generate M independent, uniform(0,1) random numbers {rk}Mk=1. For each k ∈
{1, . . . ,M} set τk = ln(1/rk).
3. Numerically integrate (5) forward in time until one of the following equalities
hold: ∫ t+∆
t
λk(V (s), X(s)) ds = τk − Tk. (6)
4. Let µ be the index of the reaction channel where the equality (6) holds.
5. For each k, set
Tk = Tk +
∫ t+∆
t
λk(V (s), X(s)) ds,
where ∆ is determined in Step 3.
6. Set t = t+ ∆ and
X ← X + ζµ.
7. Let r be uniform(0,1) and set τµ = τµ + ln(1/r).
8. Return to step 3 or quit.
Note that with a probability of one, the index determined in step 4 of the above
algorithm is unique at each step. Note also that the above algorithm relies on us being
able to calculate a hitting time for each of the Tk(t) =
∫ t
0 λk(s,X(s)) ds exactly. Of
course, in general this is not possible. However, making use of any reliable integration
software will almost always be sufficient. If the equations for the voltage and/or the
intensity functions can be analytically solved for, as can happen in the Morris-Lecar
model detailed below, then such numerical integration is unnecessary and efficiencies
can be gained.
2.2 Gillespie representation
There are multiple alternative representations for the general stochastic process con-
structed in the previous section, with a “Gillespie” representation probably being the
most useful in the current context. Following [8], we let Y be a unit rate Poisson pro-
cess and let {ξi, i = 0, 1, 2 . . . } be independent, uniform (0, 1) random variables that
are independent of Y . Set
λ0(V (s), X(s)) ≡
M∑
k=1
λk(V (s), X(s)),
q0 = 0 and for k ∈ {1, . . . ,M}
qk(s) = λ0(V (s), X(s))
−1
k∑
`=1
λ`(V (s), X(s)),
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where X and V satisfy
R0(t) = Y
(∫ t
0
λ0(V (s), X(s)) ds
)
(7)
X(t) = X(0) +
M∑
k=1
ζk
∫ t
0
1
{
ξR0(s−) ∈ [qk−1(s−), qk(s−))
}
dR0(s) (8)
C
dV
dt
= Iapp(t)− IV (V (t))−
(
d∑
i=1
goiXi(t)
)
(V (t)− VX). (9)
Then the stochastic process (X,V ) defined via (7)-(9) is a Markov process that is
equivalent to (4)-(5), see [8]. An intuitive way to understand the above is by noting
that R0(t) simply determines the holding time in each state, whereas (8) simulates the
embedded discrete time Markov chain (sometimes referred to as the skeletal chain)
in the usual manner. Thus, this is the representation for the “Gillespie algorithm”
[28] with time dependent propensity functions [2]. Note also that this representation
is analogous to the PDMP formalism discussed in the introduction with λ0 playing
the role of the rate function that determines when the next jump takes place, and (8)
implementing the transitions.
2.2.1 Simulation of the representation (7)-(9)
Simulation of (7)-(9) is the analog of using Gillespie’s algorithm in the time-homogeneous
case. All random numbers generated in the algorithm below are assumed to be inde-
pendent.
Algorithm 2 (For the simulation of the representation (7)-(9)). .
1. Initialize: set the initial number of molecules of each species, X. Set the initial
voltage value V . Set t = 0.
2. Let r be uniform(0,1) and numerically integrate (9) forward in time until∫ t+∆
t
λ0(V (s), X(s)) ds = ln(1/r).
3. Let ξ be uniform(0,1) and find k ∈ {1, . . . ,M} for which
ξ ∈ [qk−1((t+ ∆)−), qk((t+ ∆)−)).
4. Set t = t+ ∆ and
X ← X + ζk.
5. Return to step 2 or quit.
Note again that the above algorithm relies on us being able to calculate a hitting
time. If the relevant equations can be analytically solved for, then such numerical
integration is unnecessary and efficiencies can be gained.
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3 Morris-Lecar
As a concrete illustration of the exact stochastic simulation algorithms, we will consider
the well known Morris-Lecar system [52], developed as a model for oscillations observed
in barnacle muscle fibers [45]. The deterministic equations, which correspond to an
appropriate scaling limit of the system, constitute a planar model for the evolution
of the membrane potential v(t) and the fraction of potassium gates, n ∈ [0, 1], that
are in the open or conducting state. In addition to a hyperpolarizing current carried
by the potassium gates, there is a depolarizing calcium current gated by a rapidly
equilibrating variable m ∈ [0, 1]. While a fully stochastic treatment of the Morris-
Lecar system would include fluctuations in this calcium conductance, for simplicity
in this section we will treat m as a fast, deterministic variable in the same manner
as in the standard fast/slow decomposition, which we will refer to here as the planar
Morris-Lecar model [23]. See Section 4 for a treatment of the Morris-Lecar system with
both the potassium and calcium gates represented as discrete stochastic processes.
The deterministic or mean field equations for the planar Morris-Lecar model are:
dv
dt
= f(v, n) =
1
C
(Iapp − gCam∞(v)(v − vCa)− gL(v − vL)− gKn(v − vK))(10)
dn
dt
= g(v, n) = α(v)(1− n)− β(v)n = (n∞(v)− n)/τ(v) (11)
The kinetics of the potassium channel may be specified either by the instantaneous time
constant and asymptotic target, τ and n∞, or equivalently by the per capita transition
rates α and β. The terms m∞, α, β, n∞ and τ satisfy
m∞ =
1
2
(
1 + tanh
(
v − va
vb
))
(12)
α(v) =
φ cosh(ξ/2)
1 + e2ξ
(13)
β(v) =
φ cosh(ξ/2)
1 + e−2ξ
(14)
n∞(v) = α(v)/(α(v) + β(v)) = (1 + tanh ξ) /2 (15)
τ(v) = 1/(α(v) + β(v)) = 1/ (φ cosh(ξ/2)) (16)
where for convenience we define ξ = (v − vc)/vd. For definiteness, we adopt values of
the parameters
vK = −84, vL = −60, vCa = 120 (17)
Iapp = 100, gK = 8, gL = 2, C = 20 (18)
va = −1.2, vb = 18 (19)
vc = 2, vd = 30, φ = 0.04, gCa = 4.4 (20)
for which the deterministic system has a stable limit cycle. For smaller values of the
applied current (e.g. Iapp = 75) the system has a stable fixed point, that loses stability
through a subcritical Hopf bifurcation as Iapp increases ([23], §3).
In order to incorporate the effects of random ion channel gating, we will introduce
a finite number of potassium channels, Ntot, and treat the number of channels in the
open state as a discrete random process, 0 ≤ N(t) ≤ Ntot. In this simple model, each
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potassium channel switches between two states – closed or open – independently of
the others, with voltage-dependent per capita transition rates α and β, respectively.
The entire population conductance ranges from 0 to goKNtot, where g
o
K = gK/Ntot
is the single channel conductance, and gK is the maximal whole cell conductance.
For purposes of illustration and simulation we will typically use Ntot = 40 individual
channels.2
Our random variables will therefore be the voltage, V ∈ (−∞,+∞), and the number
of open potassium channels, N ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , Ntot}. The number Ntot ∈ N is taken
to be a fixed parameter. We follow the usual capital/lowercase convention in the
stochastic processes literature: N(t) and V (t) are the random processes and n and v
are values they might take. In the random time change representation of Section 2.1,
the opening and closing of the potassium channels are driven by two independent, unit
rate Poisson processes, Yopen(t) and Yclose(t).
The evolution of V and N is closely linked. Conditioned on N having a specific
value, say N = n, the evolution of V obeys a deterministic differential equation,
dV
dt
∣∣∣∣
N=n
= f(V, n). (21)
Although its conditional evolution is deterministic, V is nevertheless a random variable.
Meanwhile, N evolves as a jump process, i.e. N(t) is piecewise-constant, with transi-
tions N → N±1 occurring with intensities that depend on the voltage V . Conditioned
on V = v, the transition rates for N are
N → N + 1 with per capita rate α(v) (22)
(i.e. with net rate α(v) · (Ntot −N)),
N → N − 1 with per capita rate β(v) (23)
(i.e. with net rate β(v) ·N).
Graphically, we may visualize the state space for N in the following manner:
0
α·Ntot

β
1
α·(Ntot−1)

2β
2 · · · (k − 1)
α·(Ntot−k+1)

kβ
k
α·(Ntot−k)

(k+1)β
(k + 1) · · · (Ntot − 1)
α

Ntot·β
Ntot,
with the nodes of the above graph being the possible states for the process N , and the
transition intensities located above and below the transition arrows.
Adopting the random time change representation of Section 2.1 we write our stochas-
tic Morris-Lecar system as follows (cf. equations (10-11)):
dV
dt
= f(V (t), N(t)) = (24)
=
1
C
(Iapp − gCam∞(V (t))(V (t)− VCa)−gL(V − VL)− goKN(t)(V (t)− VK))
(25)
N(t) = N(0)− Yclose
(∫ t
0
β(V (s))N(s) ds
)
+ Yopen
(∫ t
0
α(V (s))(Ntot −N(s)) ds
)
.
2Morris and Lecar used a value of gK = 8mmho/cm
2
for the specific potassium conductance, correspond-
ing to 80 picoSiemens (pS) per square micron [45]. The single channel conductance is determined by the
structure of the potassium channel, and varies somewhat from species to species. However, conductances
around 20 pS are typical [57], which would give a density estimate of roughly 40 channels for a 10 square
micron patch of cell membrane.
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Appendices A.1.1 and A.1.2 provide sample implementations of Algorithm 1 for the
planar Morris-Lecar equations in XPP and Matlab, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates the
results of the Matlab implementation.
Voltage V(t)
Figure 1: Trajectory generated by Algorithm 1 (the random time change algorithm, (4)-(5))
for the planar Morris-Lecar model. We set Ntot = 40 potassium channels and used a driving
current Iapp = 100, which is above the Hopf bifurcation threshold for the parameters given.
Top Panel: Number of open potassium channels (N), as a function of time. Second Panel:
Voltage (V ), as a function of time. Bottom Panel: Trajectory plotted in the (V,N) plane.
Voltage varies along a continuum while open channel number remains discrete. Red curve:
v-nullcline of the underlying deterministic system, obtained by setting the RHS of equation
(10) equal to zero. Green curve: n-nullcline, obtained by setting the RHS of equation (11)
equal to zero.
4 Models with more than one channel type
We present here an example of a conductance based model with more than one stochas-
tic gating variable. Specifically, we consider the original Morris-Lecar model, which has
a three dimensional phase space, and we take both the calcium and potassium channels
11
to be discrete. We include code in Appendices A.2.1 and A.2.2, for XPP and Matlab,
respectively, for the implementation of Algorithm 1 for this model.
4.1 Random Time Change Representation for the Morris-
Lecar Model with Two Stochastic Channel Types
In Morris and Lecar’s original treatment of voltage oscillations in barnacle muscle
fiber [45] the calcium gating variable m is included as a dynamical variable. The full
(deterministic) equations have the form:
dv
dt
= F (v, n,m) =
1
C
(Iapp − gL(v − vL)− gCam(v − vCa)− gKn(v − vK)) (26)
dn
dt
= G(v, n,m) = αn(v)(1− n)− βn(v)n = (n∞(v)− n)/τn(v) (27)
dm
dt
= H(v, n,m) = αm(v)(1−m)− βm(v)m = (m∞(v)−m)/τm(v) (28)
Here, rather than setting m to its asymptotic value m∞ = αm/(αm+βm), we allow the
number of calcium gates to evolve according to (28). The planar form (Equations 10-
11) is obtained by observing that m approaches equilibrium significantly more quickly
than n and v. Using standard arguments from singular perturbation theory [52, 53],
one may approximate certain aspects of the full system (26)-(28) by setting m to
m∞(v), and replacing F (v, n,m) and G(v, n,m) with f(v, n) = F (v, n,m∞(v)) and
g(v, n) = G(v, n,m∞(v)), respectively. This reduction to the slow dynamics leads to
the planar model (10)-(11).
To specify the full 3D equations, we introduce ξm = (v − va)/vb in addition to
ξn = (v − vc)/vd already introduced for the 2D model. The variable ξx represents
where the voltage falls along the activation curve for channel type x, relative to its
half-activation point (va for calcium and vc for potassium) and its slope (reciprocals of
vb for calcium and vd for potassium). The per capita opening rates αm, αn and closing
rates βm, βn for each channel type are given by
αm(v) =
φm cosh(ξm/2)
1 + e2ξm
, βm(v) =
φm cosh(ξm/2)
1 + e−2ξm
(29)
αn(v) =
φn cosh(ξn/2)
1 + e2ξn
, βn(v) =
φn cosh(ξn/2)
1 + e−2ξn
(30)
with parameters va = −1.2, vb = 18, vc = 2, vd = 30, φm = 0.4, φn = 0.04. The
asymptotic open probabilities for calcium and potassium are given, respectively, by
the terms m∞, n∞, and the time constants by τm and τn. These terms satisfy the
relations
m∞(v) = αm(v)/(αm(v) + βm(v)) = (1 + tanh ξm) /2 (31)
n∞(v) = αn(v)/(αn(v) + βn(v)) = (1 + tanh ξn) /2 (32)
τm(v) = 1/ (φ cosh(ξm/2)) (33)
τn(v) = 1/ (φ cosh(ξn/2)) . (34)
Assuming a finite population of Mtot calcium gates and Ntot potassium gates, we
have a stochastic hybrid system with one continuous variable, V (t), and two discrete
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Figure 2: Trajectory generated by Algorithm 1 (the random time change algorithm, (4)-(5))
for the full three-dimensional Morris-Lecar model (equations (26)-(28)). We set Ntot = 40
potassium channels and Mtot = 40 calcium channels, and used a driving current Iapp = 100,
a value above the Hopf bifurcation threshold of the mean field equations for the parameters
given. Top Left Panel: Number of open calcium channels (M), as a function of time.
Second Left Panel: Number of open potassium channels (N), as a function of time.
Third Left Panel: Voltage (V ), as a function of time. Right Panel: Trajectory plotted
in the (V,M,N) phase space. Voltage varies along a continuum while the joint channel state
remains discrete. Note that the number of open calcium channels makes frequent excursions
between M = 0 and M = 40, which demonstrates that neither a Langevin approximation
nor an approximate algorithm such as τ -leaping (Euler’s method) would provide a good
approximation to the dynamics of the system.
variables, M(t) and N(t). The voltage evolves as according to the sum of the applied,
leak, calcium, and potassium currents:
dV
dt
= F (V (t), N(t),M(t)) (35)
=
1
C
(
Iapp − gL(V (t)− vL)− gCaM(t)
Mtot
(V (t)− vCa)− gKN(t)
Ntot
(V (t)− vK)
)
,
while the number of open M and N remain constant except for unit increments and
decrements. The discrete channel states M(t) and N(t) evolve according to
M(t) = M(0)− Yclose
(∫ t
0
βm(V (s))M(s) ds
)
+ Yopen
(∫ t
0
αm(V (s))(Mtot −M(s)) ds
)
(36)
N(t) = N(0)− Yclose
(∫ t
0
βn(V (s))N(s) ds
)
+ Yopen
(∫ t
0
αn(V (s))(Ntot −N(s)) ds
)
.
(37)
Figure 2 shows the results of the Matlab implementation for the 3D Morris-Lecar
system, with both the potassium and calcium channel treated discretely, using Algo-
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rithm 1 (the random time change algorithm, (4)-(5)). Here Mtot = Ntot = 40 channels,
and the applied current Iapp = 100 puts the deterministic system at a stable limit cycle
close to a Hopf bifurcation.
5 Comparison of the Exact Algorithm with a
Piecewise Constant Propensity Approximation.
Exact versions of the stochastic simulation algorithm for hybrid ion channel models
have been known since at least the 1980s [18]. Nevertheless, the implementation one
finds most often used in the literature is an approximate method in which the per
capita reaction propensities are held fixed between channel events. That is, in step 3
of Algorithm 1 the integral ∫ t+∆k
t
λk(V (s), X(s)) ds
is replaced with
∆k λk(V (t), X(t))
leaving the remainder of the algorithm unchanged. Put another way, one generates
the sequence of channel state jumps using the propensity immediately following the
most recent jump, rather than taking into account the time dependence of the reac-
tion propensities due to the continuously changing voltage. This piecewise constant
propensity approximation is analogous, in a sense, to the forward Euler method for the
numerical solution of ordinary differential equations.
Figure 3 shows a direct comparison of pathwise numerical solutions obtained by
the exact method provided in Algorithm 1 and the approximate piecewise constant
method detailed above. In general, the solution of a stochastic differential equation
with a given initial condition is a map from the sample space Ω to a space of trajecto-
ries. In the present context, the underlying sample space consists of one independent
unit rate Poisson process per reaction channel. For the planar Morris-Lecar model
a point in Ω amounts to fixing two Poisson processes, Yopen and Yclosed, to drive the
transitions of the potassium channel. For the full 3D Morris-Lecar model we have four
processes, Y1 ≡ YCa,open, Y2 ≡ YCa,closed, Y3 ≡ YK,open and Y4 ≡ YK,closed. In this case
the exact algorithm provides a numerical solution of the map from {Yk}4k=1 ∈ Ω and
initial conditions (M0, N0, V0) to the trajectory (M(t), N(t), V (t)). The approximate
piecewise constant algorithm gives a map from the same domain to a different tra-
jectory, (M˜(t), N˜(t), V˜ (t)). To make a pathwise comparison for the full Morris-Lecar
model, therefore, we fix both the initial conditions and the four Poisson processes, and
compare the resulting trajectories.
Several features are evident in Figure 3. Both algorithms produce a sequence of
noise-dependent voltage spikes, with similar firing rates. The trajectories (M,N, V )
and (M˜, N˜ , V˜ ) initially remain close together, and the timing of the first spike (taken,
e.g., as an upcrossing of V from negative to positive voltage) is similar for both algo-
rithms. Over time, however, discrepancies between the trajectories accumulate. The
timing of the second and third spikes is noticeably different, and before ten spikes have
accumulated the spike trains have become effectively uncorrelated.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the exact algorithm with the piecewise constant propensity ap-
proximation. Blue solid lines denote the solution (M(t), N(t), V (t)) obtained using the
Algorithm 1. Red dashed lines denote the solution (M˜(t), N˜(t), V˜ (t)) obtained using the
piecewise constant approximation. Both algorithms were begun with identical initial con-
ditions (M0, N0, V0), and driven by the same four Poisson process streams Y1, · · · , Y4. Note
the gradual divergence of the trajectories as differences between the exact and the forward
approximate algorithms accumulate, demonstrating “strong” (or pathwise) divergence of the
two methods. The exact and approximate trajectories diverge as time increases, even though
they are driven by identical noise sources.
Even though trajectories generated by the exact and approximate algorithms di-
verge when driven by identical Poisson processes, the two processes could still generate
sample paths with similar time-dependent or stationary distributions. That is, even
though the two algorithms show strong divergence, they could still be close in a weak
sense.
Given Mtot calcium and Ntot potassium channels, the density for the hybrid Markov
process may be written
ρm,n(v, t) =
1
dv
Pr {M(t) = m,N(t) = n, V ∈ [v, v + dv)} , (38)
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and obeys a master equation
∂ρm,n(v, t)
∂t
=− ∂ (F (v, n,m)ρm,n(v, t))
∂v
(39)
− (αm(v)(Mtot −m) + βm(v)m+ αn(v)(Ntot − n) + βn(v)n) ρm,n(v, t)
+ (Mtot −m+ 1)αm(v)ρm−1,n(v, t) + (m+ 1)βm(v)ρm+1,n(v, t)
+ (Ntot − n+ 1)αn(v)ρm,n−1(v, t) + (n+ 1)βn(v)ρm,n+1(v, t),
with initial condition ρm,n(v, 0) ≥ 0 given by any (integrable) density such that∫
v∈R
∑
m,n ρm,n(v, 0) dv ≡ 1, and boundary conditions ρ→ 0 as |v| → ∞ and ρ ≡ 0 for
either m,n < 0 or m > Mtot or n > Ntot.
In contrast, the approximate algorithm with piecewise constant propensities does
not generate a Markov process, since the transition probabilities depend on the past
rather than the present values of the voltage component. Consequently they do not
satisfy a master equation. Nevertheless it is plausible that they may have a unique
stationary distribution.
Figure 4 shows pseudocolor plots of the histograms viewed in the (v, n) plane,
i.e. with entries summed over m, for Algorithm 1 (“Exact”) and the approximate piece-
wise constant (“PC”) algorithm, with Mtot = Ntot = k channels for k = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20
and 40. The two algorithms were run with independent random number streams in
the limit cycle regime (with Iapp = 100) for tmax ≈ 200, 000 time units, sampled every
10 time units, which generated ≥ 17, 000 data points per histogram. For k < 5 the
difference in the histograms is obvious at a glance. For k ≥ 10 the histograms appear
increasingly similar.
Figure 5 shows bar plots of the histograms with 2,000,000 sample points projected
on the voltage axis, i.e. with entries summed over m and n, for the same data as in
Figure 4, with Mtot = Ntot = k channels ranging from k = 1 to k = 100. Again, for
k ≤ 5, the two algorithms generate histograms that are clearly distinct. For k ≥ 20
they appear similar, while k = 10 appears to be a borderline case.
To quantify the similarity of the histograms we calculated the empirical L1 difference
between the histograms in two ways: first for the full (v, n,m) histograms, and then
for the histograms collapsed to the voltage axis. Let ρm,n(v) and ρ˜m,n(v) denote the
stationary distributions for the exact and the approximate algorithms, respectively
(assuming these exist). To compare the two distributions we approximate the L1
distance between them, i.e.
d(ρ, ρ˜) =
∫ vmax
vmin
(
Mtot∑
m=0
Ntot∑
n=0
|ρm,n(v)− ρ˜m,n(v)|
)
dv
where vmin and vmax are chosen so that for all m,n we have F (vmin, n,m) > 0 and
F (vmax, n,m) < 0. It is easy to see that such values of vmin and vmax must exist,
since F (v, n,m) is a linear and monotonically decreasing function of v for any fixed
pair (n,m), cf. equation (26). Therefore, for any exact simulation algorithm, once the
voltage component of a trajectory falls in the interval vmin ≤ v ≤ vmax, it remains
in this interval for all time. We approximate the voltage integral by summing over
100 evenly spaced bins along the voltage axis. Figure 6, top panel, shows empirical
estimates of d(ρ, ρ˜) for values of Mtot = Ntot ranging from 1 to 40. The bottom panel
shows the histogram for voltage considered alone.
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Figure 4: Normalized histograms of voltage and N for exact and approximate piecewise
constant algorithms. The V -axis was partitioned into 100 equal width bins for each pair
of histograms. The N -axis takes on Ntot + 1 discrete values. Color scale indicates relative
frequency with which a bin was occupied (dark = infrequent, lighter=more frequent).
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Figure 5: Histograms of voltage for exact and approximate piecewise constant algorithms.
The V -axis was partitioned into 100 equal width bins for each pair of histograms.
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Figure 6: L1 differences between empirical histograms generated by exact and approxi-
mate algorithms. Hj(v, n,m) is the number of samples for which V ∈ [v, v + ∆v), N = n
and M = m, where ∆v is a discretization of the voltage axis into 100 equal width bins;
j = 1 represents an empirical histogram obtained by an exact algorithm (Algorithm 1),
and j = 2 represents an empirical histogram obtained by a piecewise-constant propensity
approximation. Note the normalized L1 difference of two histograms can range from 0 to
2. Based on 2,000,000 samples for each algorithm. Top: Difference for the full histograms,
L1(H1 −H2) ≡
∑
v,n,m |H1(v, n,m) −H2(v, n,m)|/#samples. Here v refers to binned volt-
age values. The total number of bins is 100MtotNtot. Bottom: Difference for the corre-
sponding voltage histograms, L1(V H1 − V H2) ≡
∑
v |V H1(v)− V H2(v)| /#samples, where
V Hj(v) =
∑
n,mHj(v, n,m). The total number of bins is 100.
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6 Coupling, variance reduction, and parametric
sensitivities
It is relatively straightforward to derive the exact simulation strategies from the differ-
ent representations provided here. Less obvious, and perhaps even more useful, is the
fact that the random time change formalism also lends itself to the development of new
computational methods that potentially allow for significantly greater computational
speed, with no loss in accuracy. They do so by providing ways to couple two processes
in order to reduce the variance, and thereby increase the speed, of different natural
estimators.
For an example of a common computational problem where such a benefit can be
had, consider the computation of parametric sensitivities, which is a powerful tool in
determining parameters to which a system output is most responsive. Specifically,
suppose that the intensity/propensity functions are dependent on some vector of pa-
rameters θ. For instance, θ may represent a subset of the system’s mass action kinetics
constants, the cell capacitance, or the underlying number of channels of each type.
We may wish to know how sensitively a quantity such as the average firing rate or
interspike interval variance depends on the parameters θ. We then consider a family
of models
(
V θ, Xθ
)
, parameterized by θ, with stochastic equations
d
dt
V θ(t) = f
(
θ, V θ(t), Xθ(t)
)
Xθ(t) = Xθ0 +
∑
k
Yk
(∫ t
0
λθk
(
V θ(s), Xθ(s)
)
ds
)
ζk,
(40)
where f is some function, and all other notation is as before. Some quantities arising
in neural models depend on the entire sample path, such as the mean firing rate and
the interspike interval variance. Let g
(
θ, V θ, Xθ
)
by a path functional capturing the
quantity of interest. In order to efficiently and accurately evaluate the relative shift in
the expectation of g due to a perturbation of the parameter vector, we would estimate
s˜ = −1E
[
g
(
θ′, V θ
′
, Xθ
′)− g (θ, V θ, Xθ)]
≈ 1
N
N∑
i=1
[
g
(
θ′, V θ
′
[i] , X
θ′
[i]
)
− g
(
θ, V θ[i], X
θ
[i]
)]
(41)
where  = ||θ − θ′|| and where
(
V θ[i], X
θ
[i]
)
represents the ith path generated with
a parameter choice of θ, and N is the number of sample paths computed for the
estimation. That is, we would use a finite difference and Monte Carlo sampling to
approximate the change in the expectation.
If the paths
(
V θ
′
[i] , X
θ′
[i]
)
and
(
V θ[i], X
θ
[i]
)
are generated independently, then the vari-
ance of the estimator (41) for s˜ is O(N−1−2), and the standard deviation of the
estimator is O(N−1/2−1). This implies that in order to reduce the confidence interval
of the estimator to a target level of ρ > 0, we require
N−1/2−1 . ρ =⇒ N & −2ρ−2,
which can be prohibitive. Reducing the variance of the estimator can be achieved
by coupling the processes
(
V θ
′
[i] , X
θ′
[i]
)
and
(
V θ[i], X
θ
[i]
)
, so that they are correlated, by
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constructing them on the same probability space. The representations we present here
lead rather directly to schemes for reducing the variance of the estimator. We discuss
different possibilities.
1. The common random number (CRN) method. The CRN method simulates
both processes according to the Gillespie representation (7)-(9) with the same
Poisson process Y and the same stream of uniform random variables {ξi}. In
terms of implementation, one simply reuses the same two streams of uniform
random variables in Algorithm 2 for both processes.
2. The common reaction path method (CRP). The CRP method simulates
both processes according to the random time change representation with the same
Poisson processes Yk. In terms of implementation, one simply makes one stream of
uniform random variables for each reaction channel, and then uses these streams
for the simulation of both processes. See [49], where this method was introduced
in the context of biochemical models.
3. The coupled finite difference method (CFD). The CFD method utilizes a
“split coupling” introduced in [3]. Specifically, it splits the counting process for
each of the reaction channels into three pieces: one counting process that is shared
by Xθ and Xθ
′
(and has propensity equal to the minimum of their respective
intensities for that reaction channel), one that only accounts for the jumps of Xθ,
and one that only accounts for the jumps of Xθ
′
. Letting a ∧ b = min{a, b}, the
precise coupling is
Xθ
′
(t) = Xθ
′
0 +
∑
k
Yk,1
(∫ t
0
mk(θ, θ
′, s) ds
)
ζk
+
∑
k
Yk,2
(∫ t
0
λθ
′
k (V
θ′(s), Xθ
′
(s))−mk(θ, θ′, s) ds
)
ζk
Xθ(t) = Xθ(t) +
∑
k
Yk,1
(∫ t
0
mk(θ, θ
′, s) ds
)
ζk
+
∑
k
Yk,3
(∫ t
0
λθk(V
θ(s), Xθ(s))−mk(θ, θ′, s) ds
)
ζk,
(42)
where
mk(θ, θ
′, s) ≡ λθk(V θ(s), Xθ(s)) ∧ λθ
′
k (V
θ′(s), Xθ
′
(s)),
and where {Yk,1, Yk,2, Yk,3} are independent unit-rate Poisson processes. Imple-
mentation is then carried out by Algorithm 1 in the obvious manner.
While the different representations provided in this paper imply different exact
simulation strategies (i.e. Algorithms 1 and 2), those strategies still produce statistically
equivalent paths. This is not the case for the methods for parametric sensitivities
provided above. To be precise, each of the methods constructs a coupled pair of
processes
(
(V θ, Xθ), (V θ
′
, Xθ
′
)
)
, and the marginal processes
(
V θ, Xθ
)
and
(
V θ
′
, Xθ
′
)
are all statistically equivalent no matter the method used. However, the covariance
Cov
(
(V θ(t), Xθ(t)), (V θ
′
(t), Xθ
′
(t))
)
can be drastically different. This is important,
since it is variance reduction we are after, and for any component Xj ,
Var(Xθj (t)−Xθ
′
j (t)) = Var(X
θ
j (t)) + Var(X
θ′
j (t))− 2Cov(Xθj (t), Xθ
′
j ).
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Thus, minimizing variance is equivalent to maximizing covariance. Typically, the CRN
method does the worst job of maximizing the covariance, even though it is the most
widely used method [60]. The CFD method with the split coupling procedure typically
does the best job of maximizing the covariance, though examples exist in which the
CRP method is the most efficient [3, 7, 60].
7 Discussion
We have provided two general representations for stochastic ion channel kinetics, one
based on the random time change formalism, and one extending Gillespie’s algorithm
to the case of ion channels driven by time-varying membrane potential. These rep-
resentations are known in other branches of science, but less so in the neuroscience
community. We believe that the random time change representation (Algorithm 1,
(4)-(5)) will be particularly useful to the computational neuroscience community as
it allows for generalizations of computational methods developed in the context of
biochemistry, in which the propensities depend upon the state of the jump process
only. For example, variance reduction strategies for the efficient computation of first
and second order sensitivities [3, 9, 49], as discussed in Section 6, and for the efficient
computation of expectations using multi-level Monte Carlo [5, 27] now become feasible.
The random time change approach avoids several approximations that are com-
monly found in the literature. In simulation algorithms based on a fixed time step
chemical Langevin approach, it is necessary to assume that the increments in chan-
nel state are approximately Gaussian distributed over an appropriate time interval
[26, 31, 32, 44, 63]. However, in exact simulations with small membrane patches cor-
responding to Mtot = 40 calcium channels, the exact algorithm routinely visits the
states M(t) = 0 and M(t) = 40, for which the Gaussian increment approximation is
invalid regardless of time step size. The main alternative algorithm typically found in
the literature is the piecewise constant propensity or approximate forward algorithm
[25, 38, 56]. However, this algorithm ignores changes to membrane potential during
the intervals between channel state changes. As the sensitivity of ion channel opening
and closing to voltage is fundamental to the neurophysiology of cellular excitability,
these algorithms are not appropriate unless the time between openings and closing is
especially small. The exact algorithm [18, 37, 46] is straightforward to implement and
avoids these approximations and pitfalls.
Our study restricts attention to the suprathreshold regime of the Morris-Lecar
model, in which the applied current (here, Iapp = 100) puts the deterministic system
well above the Hopf bifurcation marking the onset of oscillations. In this regime, spik-
ing is not the result of noise-facilitated release, as it is in the subthreshold or excitable
regime. Bressloff, Keener and Newby used eigenfunction expansion methods, path inte-
grals, and the theory of large deviations to study spike initiation as a noise facilitated
escape problem in the excitable regime, as well as to incorporate synaptic currents
into a stochastic network model; they use versions of the exact algorithm presented
in this paper [14, 46]. Interestingly, these authors find that the usual separation-of-
time scales picture breaks down. That is, the firing rate obtained by 1D Kramers rate
theory when the slow recovery variable (fraction of open potassium gates) is taken to
be fixed does not match that obtained by direct simulation with the exact algorithm.
Moreover, by considering a maximum likelihood approach to the 2D escape problem,
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the authors show that, counterintuitively, spontaneous closure of potassium channels
contributes more significantly to noise induced escape than spontaneous opening of
sodium channels, as might naively have been expected.
The algorithms presented here are broadly applicable beyond the effects of channel
noise on the regularity of action potential firing in a single compartment neuron model.
Exact simulation of hybrid stochastic models have been used, for instance, to study
spontaneous dendritic NMDA spikes [13], intracellular growth of the T7 bacteriophage
[1], and hybrid stochastic network models taking into account piecewise deterministic
synaptic currents [12]. This latter work represents a significant extension of the neural
master equation approach to stochastic population models [11, 16].
For any simulation algorithm, it is reasonable to ask about the growth of complex-
ity of the algorithm as the underlying stochastic model is enriched. For example, the
natural jump Markov interpretation of Hodgkin and Huxley’s model for the sodium
channel comprises eight distinct states with twenty different state-to-state transitions,
each driven by an independent Poisson process in the random time change representa-
tion. Recent investigations of sodium channel kinetics have led neurophysiologists to
formulate models with as many as 26 distinct states connected by 72 transitions [43].
While the random time change representation extends naturally to such scenarios, it
may also be fruitful to combine it with complexity reduction methods such as the
stochastic shielding algorithm introduced by Schmandt and Gala´n [54], and analyzed
by Schmidt and Thomas [55]. For example, of the twenty independent Poisson pro-
cesses driving a discrete Markov model of the Hodgkin-Huxley sodium channel, only
four of the processes directly affect the conductance of the channel; fluctuations associ-
ated with the remaining sixteen Poisson processes may be ignored with negligible loss
of accuracy in the first and second moments of the channel occupancy. Similarly, for
the 26 state sodium channel model proposed in [43], all but 12 of the 72 Poisson pro-
cesses representing state-to-state transitions can be replaced by their expected values.
Analysis of algorithms combining stochastic shielding and the random time change
framework are a promising direction for future research.
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A Sample Implementations of Random Time
Change Algorithm (Algorithm 1)
A.1 Morris Lecar with Stochastic Potassium Channel
A.1.1 XPP: ml-rtc-konly.ode
# ML with stochastic potassium channels
# uses the exact random time change algorithm
# membrane potential
v’=(I-gca*minf*(V-Vca)-gk*wtot*(V-VK)-gl*(V-Vl))/c
# unit exponentials
t[3..4]’=0
# number of potassium(w) /calcium (m) channels open
w’=0
# int_0^t beta(V(s)) ds
# for the 4 reactions
awp’=aw
bwp’=bw
# initialize unit exponentials
t[3..4](0)=-log(ran(1))
# look for crossings, reset integrals, increment channels, choose next time
global 1 awp-t3 {t3=-log(ran(1));awp=0;w=w+1}
global 1 bwp-t4 {t4=-log(ran(1));bwp=0;w=w-1}
# parameters
par Nw=100
init v=-50
# fraction of open channels
wtot=w/Nw
# ML channel kinetic definitions
minf=.5*(1+tanh((v-va)/vb))
winf=.5*(1+tanh((v-vc)/vd))
tauw=1/cosh((v-vc)/(2*vd))
alw=winf/tauw
blw=1/tauw-alw
# independent, so rates are just multiples of number in each state
aw=alw*(Nw-w)*phi
bw=blw*w*phi
param vk=-84,vl=-60,vca=120
param i=75,gk=8,gl=2,c=20,phim=.4
param va=-1.2,vb=18
param vc=2,vd=30,phi=.04,gca=4.4
# set up some numerics and plotting stuff
@ dt=.01,nout=100,total=4000,bound=1000
@ maxstor=5000,meth=euler
@ xhi=4000,ylo=-65,yhi=50
done
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A.1.2 Matlab: ml rtc exact konly.m
function [V,N,t,Ntot]=ml_rtc_exact_konly(tmax,Ntot)
%function [V,N,t,Ntot]=ml_rtc_exact_konly(tmax,Ntot);
%
% Exact solution of Morris Lecar with stochastic potassium channel.
% Using the random time change algorithm. We track two reactions:
%
% Rxn 1: closed -> open (per capita rate alpha)
% Rxn 2: open -> closed (per capita rate beta)
%
% Default Ntot=40, tmax=4000.
%
% Author: PJT July 2013, Case Western Reserve University.
% Applied current "Iapp" set on line 47 below.
%% Use global variables to represent the channel state
% and random trigger for Poisson process
global Npotassium_tot % total number of potassium channels
global Npotassium % number of open potassium channels
global tau1 T1 % time to next opening event (internal to reaction 1)
global tau2 T2 % time to next closing event (internal to reaction 2)
%% Set defaults for input arguments
if nargin < 2, Ntot=40; end
Npotassium_tot=Ntot;
if nargin < 1, tmax=4e3; end
%% Parameters
% Standard Morris-Lecar parameters giving a globally attracting limit cycle
% (if applied current Iapp=100) or a stable fixed point (if Iapp=75).
va = -1.2;
vb=18;
vc = 2;
vd = 30;
phi = 0.04;
%% Functions for Morris-Lecar
global Iapp; Iapp=@(t)100; % applied current.
global minf; minf=@(v)0.5*(1+tanh((v-va)/vb)); % m-gate activation
global xi; xi=@(v)(v-vc)/vd; % scaled argument for n-gate input
global ninf; ninf=@(v)0.5*(1+tanh(xi(v))); % n-gate activation function
global tau_n; tau_n=@(v)1./(phi*cosh(xi(v)/2)); % n-gate activation t-const
global alpha; alpha=@(v)(ninf(v)./tau_n(v)); % per capita opening rate
global beta; beta=@(v)((1-ninf(v))./tau_n(v)); % per capita closing rate
%% ODE options including reset
options=odeset(’Events’,@nextevent);
%% Initialize
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t0=0;
t=t0; % global "external" time
tau1=-log(rand); % time of next event on reaction stream 1 ("internal time")
tau2=-log(rand); % time of next event on reaction stream 2 ("internal time")
T1=0; % integrated intensity function for reaction 1
T2=0; % integrated intensity function for reaction 2
V0=-50; % start at an arbitrary middle voltage
V=V0;
N0=ceil(Ntot/2); % start with half of channels open
Npotassium=N0;
N=N0; % use N to record the time course
%% Loop over events
while t(end)<tmax
%% Integrate ODE for voltage, until the next event is triggered
% State vector U for integration contains the following components
% [voltage;
% integral of (# closed)*alpha(v(t));
% integral of (# open)*beta(v(t));
% # open].
U0=[V0;0;0;N0];
tspan=[t(end),tmax];
[tout,Uout,~,~,event_idx]=ode23(@dudtfunc,tspan,U0,options);
Vout=Uout(:,1); % voltage at time of next event
Nout=Uout(:,4); % number of channels open at end of next event
t=[t,tout’];
V=[V,Vout’];
N=[N,Nout’];
%% Identify which reaction occurred, adjust state, and
% continue, and set trigger for next event.
mu=event_idx; % next reaction index
if mu==1 % next reaction is a channel opening
N0=N0+1; % increment channel state
tau1=tau1-log(rand); % increment in tau1 is exp’l with mean 1
elseif mu==2 % next reaction is another channel closing
N0=N0-1; % decrement channel state
tau2=tau2-log(rand); % increment in tau2 likewise
end
Npotassium=N0;
if N0>Npotassium_tot, error(’N>Ntot’), end
if N0<0, error(’N<0’), end
T1=T1+Uout(end,2);
T2=T2+Uout(end,3);
V0=V(end);
end % while t(end)<tmax
%% Plot output
figure
subplot(4,1,1),plot(t,N),xlabel(’time’),ylabel(’N’)
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subplot(4,1,2:3),plot(V,N,’.-’),xlabel(’V’),ylabel(’N’)
subplot(4,1,4),plot(t,V),xlabel(’time’),ylabel(’V’)
shg
end % End of function ml_rtc_exact_konly
%% Define the RHS for Morris-Lecar
% state vector for integration is as follows:
% u(1) = voltage
% u(2) = integral of activation hazard function
% u(3) = integral of inactivation hazard function
% u(4) = N (number of open potassium channels)
function dudt=dudtfunc(t,u)
global Iapp % Applied Current
global minf % asymptotic target for (deterministic) calcium channel
global Npotassium Npotassium_tot % num. open, total num. of channels
global alpha beta % per capita transition rates
%% Parameters
vK = -84; vL = -60; vCa = 120;
gK =8; gL =2; C=20; gCa = 4.4;
%% calculate the RHS;
v=u(1); % extract the voltage from the input vector
dudt=[(Iapp(t)-gCa*minf(v)*(v-vCa)-gL*(v-vL)-...
gK*(Npotassium/Npotassium_tot)*(v-vK))/C; % voltage
alpha(v)*(Npotassium_tot-Npotassium); % channel opening internal time
beta(v)*Npotassium;% channel closing internal time
0]; % N is constant between events
end
%% Define behavior at threshold crossing
function [value,isterminal,direction] = nextevent(~,u)
global tau1 T1 % timing trigger for reaction 1 (opening)
global tau2 T2 % timing trigger for reaction 2 (closing)
value=[u(2)-(tau1-T1);u(3)-(tau2-T2)];
isterminal=[1;1]; % stop and restart integration at crossing
direction=[1;1]; % increasing value of the quantity at the trigger
end
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A.2 Morris Lecar with Stochastic Potassium and Calcium
Channels
A.2.1 XPP: ml-rtc-exact.ode
# ML with both potassium and calcium channels stochastic
# uses the exact random time change algorithm.
# membrane potential
v’=(I-gca*mtot*(V-Vca)-gk*wtot*(V-VK)-gl*(V-Vl))/c
# unit exponentials
t[1..4]’=0
# number of potassium(w) /calcium (m) channels open
w’=0
m’=0
# int_0^t beta(V(s)) ds
# for the 4 reactions
amp’=am
bmp’=bm
awp’=aw
bwp’=bw
# initialize unit exponentials
t[1..4](0)=-log(ran(1))
# look for crossings, reset integrals, increment channels, choose next time
global 1 amp-t1 {t1=-log(ran(1));amp=0;m=m+1}
global 1 bmp-t2 {t2=-log(ran(1));bmp=0;m=m-1}
global 1 awp-t3 {t3=-log(ran(1));awp=0;w=w+1}
global 1 bwp-t4 {t4=-log(ran(1));bwp=0;w=w-1}
# parameters
par Nm=100,Nw=100
init v=-50
param vk=-84,vl=-60,vca=120
param i=75,gk=8,gl=2,c=20,phim=.4
param va=-1.2,vb=18
param vc=2,vd=30,phi=.04,gca=4.4
# fraction of open channels
wtot=w/Nw
mtot=m/Nm
# ML channel kinetic definitions
minf=.5*(1+tanh((v-va)/vb))
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winf=.5*(1+tanh((v-vc)/vd))
tauw=1/cosh((v-vc)/(2*vd))
taum=1/cosh((v-va)/(2*vb))
alm=minf/taum
blm=1/taum-alm
alw=winf/tauw
blw=1/tauw-alw
# independent, so rates are just multiples of number in each state
am=alm*(Nm-m)*phim
bm=blm*m*phim
aw=alw*(Nw-w)*phi
bw=blw*w*phi
# set up some numerics and plotting stuff
@ dt=.01,nout=100,total=4000,bound=1000
@ maxstor=5000,meth=euler
@ xhi=4000,ylo=-65,yhi=50
done
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A.2.2 Matlab: mlexactboth.m
function [V,M,N,t,Mtot,Ntot]=mlexactboth(tmax,Mtot,Ntot)
%function [V,M,Mtot,N,Ntot]=mlexactboth(tmax,Mtot,Ntot);
%
% Exact solution of Morris Lecar with discrete stochastic potassium channel
% (0<=N<=Ntot) and discrete stochastic calcium channel (0<=M<=Mtot).
% Using the random time change representation, we track four reactions:
%
% Rxn 1: calcium (m-gate) closed -> open (per capita rate alpha_m)
% Rxn 2: calcium (m-gate) open -> closed (per capita rate beta_m)
% Rxn 3: potassium (n-gate) closed -> open (per capita rate alpha_n)
% Rxn 4: potassium (n-gate) open -> closed (per capita rate beta_n)
%
% Default Mtot=40, Ntot=40, tmax=4000.
%
% Applied current "Iapp" set internally.
%
% PJT June 2013, CWRU. Following Bard Ermentrout’s "ml-rtc-exact.ode".
%% Use global variables to represent the channel state
% and random trigger for Poisson process
% Calcium
global Mcalcium_tot % total number of calcium channels
global Mcalcium % number of calcium channels in conducting state
global tau1 T1 % dummy variables for time to next Ca-opening event
global tau2 T2 % dummy variables for time to next Ca-closing event
% Potassium
global Npotassium_tot % total number of potassium channels
global Npotassium % number of potassium channels in conducting state
global tau3 T3 % dummy variables for time to next K-opening event
global tau4 T4 % dummy variables for time to next K-closing event
%% Set defaults for input arguments
if nargin < 3, Ntot=40; end
Npotassium_tot=Ntot;
if nargin < 2, Mtot=40; end
Mcalcium_tot=Mtot;
if nargin < 1, tmax=4e3; end
%% Parameters
phi_m=0.4;
va = -1.2; vb=18;
vc = 2; vd = 30;
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phi_n = 0.04;
%% Functions for Morris-Lecar
global Iapp; Iapp=@(t)100; % applied current
global xi_m; xi_m=@(v)(v-va)/vb; % scaled argument for m-gate input voltage
global minf; minf=@(v)0.5*(1+tanh(xi_m(v))); % m-gate activation function
global tau_m; tau_m=@(v)1./(phi_m*cosh(xi_m(v)/2)); % m-gate time constant
global alpha_m; alpha_m=@(v)(minf(v)./tau_m(v));
global beta_m; beta_m=@(v)((1-minf(v))./tau_m(v));
global xi_n; xi_n=@(v)(v-vc)/vd; % scaled argument for n-gate input
global ninf; ninf=@(v)0.5*(1+tanh(xi_n(v))); % n-gate activation function
global tau_n; tau_n=@(v)1./(phi_n*cosh(xi_n(v)/2)); % n-gate time constant
global alpha_n; alpha_n=@(v)(ninf(v)./tau_n(v));
global beta_n; beta_n=@(v)((1-ninf(v))./tau_n(v));
%% ODE options including reset
options=odeset(’Events’,@nextevent);
%% initialize
t0=0;
t=t0; % global "external" time
tau1=-log(rand); % time of next event on reaction stream 1 ("internal time")
tau2=-log(rand); % time of next event on reaction stream 2 ("internal time")
tau3=-log(rand); % time of next event on reaction stream 3 ("internal time")
tau4=-log(rand); % time of next event on reaction stream 4 ("internal time")
T1=0; % integrated intensity function for reaction 1
T2=0; % integrated intensity function for reaction 2
T3=0; % integrated intensity function for reaction 3
T4=0; % integrated intensity function for reaction 4
V0=-50; % start at an arbitrary middle voltage
V=V0; % initial voltage
M0=0; % start with calcium channels all closed
Mcalcium=M0; % initial state of calcium channel
M=M0; % use M to record the time course
N0=ceil(Ntot/2); % start with half potassium channels open
Npotassium=N0; % initial state of potassium channel
N=N0; % use N to record the time course
%% Loop over events
while t(end)<tmax
%% integrate ODE for voltage, until the next event is triggered
% State vector U for integration contains the following components
% 1 [voltage;
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% 2 integral of (# closed)*alpha_m(v(t));
% 3 integral of (# open)*beta_m(v(t));
% 4 integral of (# closed)*alpha_n(v(t));
% 5 integral of (# open)*beta_n(v(t));
% 6 # open calcium channels;
% 7 # open potassium channels].
U0=[V0;0;0;0;0;M0;N0];
tspan=[t(end),tmax];
[tout,Uout,~,~,event_idx]=ode23(@dudtfunc,tspan,U0,options);
Vout=Uout(:,1); % voltage at time of next event
Mout=Uout(:,6); % number of calcium channels open at end of next event
Nout=Uout(:,7); % number of potassium channels open at end of next event
t=[t,tout’];
V=[V,Vout’];
M=[M,Mout’];
N=[N,Nout’];
%% Identify which reaction occurred, adjust state, and continue;
% and set trigger for next event.
mu=event_idx; % next reaction index
if mu==1 % next reaction is a calcium channel opening
M0=M0+1; % increment calcium channel state
tau1=tau1-log(rand); % increment in tau1 is exponentially distributed with mean 1
elseif mu==2 % next reaction is a calcium channel closing
M0=M0-1; % decrement calcium channel state
tau2=tau2-log(rand); % increment in tau2 is exponentially distributed with mean 1
elseif mu==3 % next reaction is a potassium channel opening
N0=N0+1; % increment potassium channel state
tau3=tau3-log(rand); % increment in tau3 is exponentially distributed with mean 1
elseif mu==4 % next reaction is a potassium channel closing
N0=N0-1; % decrement potassium channel state
tau4=tau4-log(rand); % increment in tau4 likewise
end
Mcalcium=M0;
Npotassium=N0;
if M0>Mcalcium_tot, error(’M>Mtot’), end
if M0<0, error(’M<0’), end
if N0>Npotassium_tot, error(’N>Ntot’), end
if N0<0, error(’N<0’), end
T1=T1+Uout(end,2);
T2=T2+Uout(end,3);
T3=T3+Uout(end,4);
T4=T4+Uout(end,5);
V0=V(end);
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end % while t(end)<tmax
%% Plot output
figure
subplot(6,1,1),plot(t,M),ylabel(’M’,’FontSize’,20),set(gca,’FontSize’,20)
subplot(6,1,2),plot(t,N),ylabel(’N’,’FontSize’,20),set(gca,’FontSize’,20)
subplot(6,1,6),plot(t,V),xlabel(’Time’,’FontSize’,20)
ylabel(’V’,’FontSize’,20),set(gca,’FontSize’,20)
subplot(6,1,4:6),plot3(V,M,N,’.-’),xlabel(’V’,’FontSize’,20)
ylabel(’M’,’FontSize’,20),zlabel(’N’,’FontSize’,20),set(gca,’FontSize’,20)
grid on, rotate3d, shg
end % End of function mlexactboth
%% Define the RHS for Morris-Lecar
% state vector for integration is as follows:
% u(1) = voltage
% u(2) = integral of Ca-opening hazard function (Rxn 1)
% u(3) = integral of Ca-closing hazard function (Rxn 2)
% u(4) = integral of K-opening hazard function (Rxn 3)
% u(5) = integral of K-closing hazard function (Rxn 4)
% u(6) = M (number of open calcium channels)
% u(7) = N (number of open potassium channels)
function dudt=dudtfunc(t,u)
global Iapp % applied current
global Mcalcium Mcalcium_tot
global Npotassium Npotassium_tot
global alpha_m beta_m
global alpha_n beta_n
%% Parameters
vK = -84; vL = -60; vCa = 120;
gK =8; gL =2; C=20; gCa = 4.4;
%% calculate the RHS;
v=u(1); % extract the voltage from the input vector
dudt=[... % voltage
(Iapp(t)-gCa*(Mcalcium/Mcalcium_tot)*(v-vCa)-gL*(v-vL)...
-gK*(Npotassium/Npotassium_tot)*(v-vK))/C;
% Calcium chan. opening, internal time elapsed
alpha_m(v)*(Mcalcium_tot-Mcalcium);
% Calcium chan. closing, internal time elapsed
beta_m(v)*Mcalcium;
% Potassium chan. opening, internal time elapsed
alpha_n(v)*(Npotassium_tot-Npotassium);
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% Potassium chan. closing, internal time elapsed
beta_n(v)*Npotassium;
0; % M is constant between events
0]; % N is constant between events
end
%% define behavior at threshold crossing
function [value,isterminal,direction] = nextevent(~,u)
global tau1 T1 % timing trigger for reaction 1 (calcium opening)
global tau2 T2 % timing trigger for reaction 2 (calcium closing)
global tau3 T3 % timing trigger for reaction 3 (potassium opening)
global tau4 T4 % timing trigger for reaction 4 (potassium closing)
value=[u(2)-(tau1-T1);u(3)-(tau2-T2);u(4)-(tau3-T3);u(5)-(tau4-T4)];
isterminal=[1;1;1;1]; % stop and restart integration at crossing
direction=[1;1;1;1]; % increasing value of the quantity at the trigger
end
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